San Diego Chrome Divas Chapter  
Meeting Minutes

Date: 15 Nov 2014  
Start Time: 1:30 PM  
Stop Time: 2:08 PM

Meeting Location: Biggs Harley Davidson Dealership, 1040 Los Vallecitos, #113, San Marcos CA 92069

ATTENDANCE:  
Members: Jennifer Griffin, Renee Xenakis, Dona Lujan, Barbie Rauch, Nancy Mickey  
Visitors: Deni Fullmer

REVIEW of MINUTES:  
Last Month: 18 October 2015  
Motion to Approve: Jennifer Griffin  
Second: Dona Lujan

OLD BUSINESS:  
- Chapter By-Laws Status: Renee X. has sent it off to National Board of Directors for approval.
- Dona L. (official photographer) would like to take individual pictures of each member with her bike to be patch worked around our SDCD Patch

NEW BUSINESS:  
Director - Renee Xenakis  
- Business Cards:  
  Membership cards with expiration dates  
  Standard business cards with our Chapter logo, information and contact information. The reverse side to be printed with "Referred By:" to be filled in by the member.

Assistant Director - Nancy Mickey  
- Back Patches will only be ordered. Black cloth background with the colored threads for the images. Reflective thread is too cost prohibitive at this time. Quotes and Delivery Dates will be forthcoming.

TREASURY REPORT:  
Treasurer - Barbie Rauch  
- 2014 pro-rated and 2015 membership dues will be calculated for each member. Payment can be made via cash/check/PayPal  
- Current bank account balance: $20

ADMINISTRATION:  
Secretary - Leslie Murray (absent) Nancy Mickey filling in  
Nothing to add

TODAY’S RIDE:  
Road Captain(s) - Jennifer Griffin  
- Today’s event was Biggs HOG FORM 101 class and their Get Acquainted Ride.
- Attended the FORM 101 class: Renee, Nancy, Jennifer, Crystal, Barbie, Deni, Katie, Dona and Debbie
- Participated in the Get Acquainted Ride (GAR): Renee, Nancy, Jennifer, Crystal, Barbie, Deni and Dona

SAFETY CORNER:

Safety Officer – Jennifer Griffin
- Ride ideas encouraged to be posted on FB; Death Valley will be added to the list
- Please recommend dates for Over Night trips
- Biggs HOG will share their Group Riding Manual for our review

WEBSITE(s):

Web Diva - Renee Xenakis
- Continued work in progress
- Domain name purchased (price will be provided by Renee X. at later date)

UPCOMING EVENTS:

- Holiday Get Together suggested by Crystal. Has been approved and will be held on our next meeting date. Jennifer Griffin has volunteered to be organizer for this event. Further discussion/suggestions will be conducted on FB.

MOTION to ADJOURN:

Motion: Jennifer Griffin
Second: Dona Lujano